Abstract-As the amount of online shoppers grows rapidly, the need of recommender systems for e-commerce sites are demanding, especially when the number of users and products being offered online continues to increase dramatically. There have been many ongoing researches on recommender systems and in investigating recommendation algorithms that could optimize the recommendation quality. However, adequate and public datasets of users and products have always been demanding to better evaluate recommender system algorithms. Yet, the amount of public data, especially data containing adequate content information (attributes) is limited. When evaluating recommendation algorithms, it is important to observe the behavior of the algorithm as the characteristic of data varies. Synthetic data would allow the application of systematic changes on the data which cannot be done with real-life data. Although studies on synthetic data for the use of recommender systems have been investigated, artificial data with attributes information are rarely looked into. In this paper, we review public and synthetic data that are applied in the field of recommender systems. A synthetic data generation methodology that considers attributes will also be discussed. Furthermore, we present empirical evaluations on existing attributeaware recommendation algorithms and other state-of-theart algorithms using real-life dataset as well as variable synthetic data to observe their behavior as the characteristic of data varies. In particular, the informativeness of attributes is being further investigated with both real-life datasets with augmented attributes sets as well as synthetic datasets with attributes. We have shown that a reasonably good overview of the behavior of attribute-aware algorithms can be obtained by using synthetic data compared to results done with real-life datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recommendation problem has always been a great interest for both academic and industry. Especially, when online shopping continues to blossom after the internetboom in the 90s, recommender systems for e-commerce are playing a more important role ever. As more users are purchasing via internet and more products are being offered online, recommender systems have been seen as a customization e-commerce tool to generate personalized recommendations or advertisements to boost up sales. Hence, recommender systems prevail in large commercial sites, such as amazon.com and ebay.com. Amazon, one of the pioneers in applying recommender systems in ecommerce, suggests products to a given user based on the purchase history of the given user and the one of other users who share similar interest to the given user. Ratings and/or comments can also be given to products by users and this information can then be used to help recommending products to other users. Typically, users are asked to identify themselves as a registered user of the site and their purchase history are stored as profiles in the system. Recommender system in Ebay is more known to generate recommendations using its feedback profile features. Usually, purchasers and sellers are allowed to provide feedbacks such as assessment of the satisfaction of the users. Most of the time, purchasers can then use these profile information as recommendations. Ebay also provides another tool called Gift Finder, which helps customers to find presents by matching the profile of the gift recipient. This type of recommender system is usually called relevance feedback, or anonymous recommender system, which purchase history or other profile information of the given user is not exactly know. Recommendations are usually offered by using information that has been provided at the time when the user uses the system. Typically, users are required to explicitly provide feedback by specifying keywords or answering questions about their interests. Implicit feedbacks of the users are usually unobtrusively obtain from the users by observing their interactions with the system by for instance recording the sequence of links clicked, printing, purchase, etc. [1] .
To better evaluate algorithms for recommender system, adequate datasets of users and products have always been demanding. Yet, the amount of public datasets, especially data containing useful content information (attributes) is limited. In addition, the performance of recommender systems is highly dependent on various characteristics of the datasets. Evaluating algorithms based on only one or two datasets is often not sufficient. A more thorough analysis can be done by applying systematic changes to data, which cannot be done with real data. Thus, several researchers have already conducted studies on synthetically generated datasets to mimic the user product relationship. However, synthetic datasets that include attributes are rarely investigated. This paper is organized as follow:
• Section II discusses related works for synthetic data used in recommender systems.
• Section III talks about recommender systems and various popular techniques applied in recommender systems. Several existing hybrid methods that consider attribute information in collaborative filtering for predicting items will also be discussed.
• Section IV surveys various public datasets which are commonly used for evaluating recommender systems.
• Section V introduces a Synthetic Data Generator (SDG) which can produce user-item and user/itemattribute datasets. This SDG makes use of entropy to measure the randomness in the artificial data.
• Section VI presents our results on the empirical evaluations on several existing hybrid recommendation algorithms and other state-of-the-art algorithms using a real-life datasets as well as synthetic data. It also investigates the behavior of algorithms when the characteristic of attribute data varies.
• Section VII concludes the paper and discusses possible future works.
II. RELATED WORKS
Herlocker, Konstan, Terveen and Riedl [2] mentioned that synthetic data allow the detection for obvious flaws in the algorithms which can not be accurately modeled with real datasets. Thus, when evaluating a new domain where there is a significant research on the structure of user preferences, it maybe appropriate to first evaluate algorithm against artificial data. Hence, there have been ongoing researches in synthetic data generator for the use of recommender systems. One of the most widely known Synthetic Data Generators (SDG) in data mining is the one provided by the IBM Quest group [3] . It generates synthetic transactions to evaluate the performance of the algorithms over a large range of data characteristics. It mimics the real world transactions in the retailing environment and imitates the real world model which people tend to purchase sets of item at the same time. For example, people who buy chips also buy beer and popcorn, but other might buy only chips and beer. These synthetic data was originally intended for evaluating association rule algorithms. The characteristic of the synthetic data generated by the SDG can be controlled by changing different parameters such as the number of transactions, number of items, etc. Later on, Deshpande and Karypis used this SDG for evaluating their itembased top-N recommendation algorithm [4] . They have shown that the performance of recommendations for their algorithm is highly dependent on various characteristics of the dataset such as the number of items, the number of users, its sparsity, etc. Traupman and Wilensky tried to reproduce data by introducing skewed data to the synthetic data similar to a real dataset [5] . They used their synthetic data to evaluate their collaborative quality filtering algorithm, especially for the ability to recover the ground truth quality. They have generated two datasets which used different distributions of ground truth quality. This allowed them to measure how well their algorithm performs when presented with data whose distribution differs from what its model assumes. Another approach by Marlin, Roweis and Zemel [6] is to generate synthetic data according to the hierarchical Bayesian procedure. They focused on algorithms for unsupervised learning in the presence of non-ignorable missing data. They evaluated their work with a real-life dataset, EachMovie, which contains more than 95% of missing data. Synthetic data was generated for investating the performance of their algorithms when various strengths of missing data were presented. The synthetic data was produced by first sampling a complete dataset and then re-sampling these complete data again by missing data effect. Characteristic of the data can be changed by varying the strength of the missing data effect. Popescul, Unga, Pennock and Lawrence proposed a simple approach by assigning a fixed number of users and items into clusters evenly and then draw a uniform probability for each user and item in each cluster [7] . They generated several datasets with varying densities to examine the overfitting effect with their probabilistic models for collaborative and contentbased recommendation algorithm. A similar attempt has been done for Usenet News [8] , [9] as well as Aggarwal, Wolf, Wu and Yu for their horting approach [10] . Usenet News SDG cluster users together either by spreading them evenly or use other distributions. They used synthetic data to model news articles which have a fixed number of "properties" and assigned preferences of those properties to the users [2] . Aggarwal, Wolf, Wu and Yu had a more detailed description of their SDG. They introduced partitioning the synthetic data into a given number of hot items -items chosen based on their popularity to increase commonality, and a given number of cold items -items to increase coverage. Next, it assigned an average number of rated items to user and randomly sampled an equal amount of hot and cold itemsets to each user based on the hot and cold item distribution. For example, if the total number of items are set to 5000 and 4950 of these items are assigned as hotset and the rest, 50, as coldest. If the number of average rated items for each user is 20, then 10 hot and cold items will be randomly assigned to each user based on the predefined distribution of hot and cold items (e.g. P hot = 0.2, P cold = 0.00202). Average rating for each item was chosen from a uniform distribution from the given range of rating scale. An offset o j , which was chosen from a normal distribution about a mean of 0, was assigned to each user j to adjust the effusiveness of the user. Users with positive offsets means they are more effusive than the average and negative means less.
Their SDG algorithm also took uncommon users, which they called "contrarian" into account. Random ratings, RR i,j , are generated from a normal distribution with a fixed mean as well as the offset. For instance, if the rating scale range from 1 to 13, rating r i,j of items i for user j would be min(13, max(1, RR i,j + o j )). For contrarians, the reversed of ratings from normal users was considered. Thus, r i,j for contrarians is r i,j = min(13, max(1, 14 − RR i,j − o j )) [10] . However, Herlocker, Konstan, Terveen and Riedl [2] had commented that this approach tends to generate data which is unfair to other algorithms as it fits the algorithm proposed by the authors too well.
Although evaluating RS algorithms with synthetic data are not uncommon and various synthetic data generators for evaluating the behavior of data with various characteristic have been investigated, most of the SDG discussed above are mostly used for evaluating one specific algorithm. Furthermore, as SDG was never the main focus for most researches mentioned above, neither the SDG algorithms are described in detail nor it is generic enough to be reproducible and suitable for evaluating various RS algorithms. Besides, to the best of our knowledge, there is no prior attempt in examining SDGs for RS algorithms which considers attributes.
III. RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
In general, recommender systems (RS) predict ratings of items or suggest a list of items that is unknown to the user. They take the users, items as well as the ratings of items into account. Thus, a recommender system consists of:
• A set of users U • A set of items I • An ordered set of rating values S • A set of user ratings R, in triplets (u, i, r) where u ∈ U and i ∈ I and r is the rating value assigned by the user u to an item i. Two different recommendation tasks are typically considered: (i) predicting the ratings, i.e. how much a given user will like a particular item, and (ii) predicting the items, i.e. which N items a user will rate, buy or visit next (topN). Most recommender systems derive recommendations to a user by using opinions from people who have alike tastes, called neighborhood, while concealing the real identity of the users neighborhood. When designing algorithms for recommender systems, researchers have to bear in mind some typical systematic disadvantages in the system.
• Sparsity problem -this has always been one of the most common challenges for recommender system. Most recommender systems suffer from having a dense database. In practice, it is rather unlikely to have a database of ratings where users will give an opinion to most of the items in the database. In fact, even active or loyal users have this problem. Sarwar, Karypis, Konstan and Reidl stated that the purchase rate of active users are lower than 1% [11] . And as the number of users and items increases, the amount of sparsity in the databases increases as well. However, many prominent RS algorithms are not able to handle spare database well. The accuracy of recommendations deteriorate as the database become sparser.
• Shilling in recommender System -shilling in recommender system occurs when a user attempt to provide biased ratings or opinions in order to make the recommender system to recommend a certain products more often than the others. For example, restaurant owner might trick the recommender system by giving only positive opinions of his/her restaurant. Recently, researches have been done to investigate the effectiveness of recommendation techniques to handle shilling attacks [12] - [14] .
A. Recommender Systems Techniques
Many researches have attempted to come up with RS algorithms that could improve the performance of recommendations. There are various RS techniques:
Collaborative Filtering. The prevalent method in practice is Collaborative Filtering (CF) [15] . Its idea is basically the nearest neighbor method. Given some user profiles, it predicts whether a user might be interested in a certain item, based on a section of other users or items in the database. There are in general two types of collaborative filtering: user-based and item-based. Let
• O u,i ∈ {0 , 1 } specify whether item i ∈ I occurred with user u ∈ U (i.e., u has rated/bought/visited item i). In user-based CF [16] , recommendations are generated by considering solely the ratings of users on items, by computing the pairwise similarities between users, e.g., by means of vector similarity:
where u, v ∈ U are two users and R u,. and R v,. are the vectors of their ratings. A dualistic form of user-based CF is item-based CF [4] , where similarities are computed between each pair of items i, j ∈ I.
To derive the recommendations for a target user u, usually only similarities of the k most-similar users are selected (neighborhood -N u ). For the case of predicting a rating of a given user u for an item i, the weighted sum of the other users are computed by:
where dom r is the domain of r. For i ∈ I we define r i := r| U ×{i} and w(u, v) is the similarity between each user v in user u's neighborhood and user u him/herself.
For the case of predicting item problem, recommendations are a list of items that is ranked by decreasing frequency of occurrence in the ratings of his/her neighbors.
Due to its simplicity and rather promising performances [15] , [17] , collaborative filtering has been one of the most prominent methods used in recommender systems. However, there are several drawbacks of this method:
• New user problem -this problem was firstly introduced by Maltz and Ehrlich as the cold-start problem [18] and has been further investigated in RS by [19] . This scenario occurs when new users do not have any ratings or purchases in their profile. As not much information is made known from the users, it usually requires a training period before there is sufficiently enough amount of preference information from the users to produce reasonably accurate prediction.
• New item problem -similar to the new user problem, new items also suffers to be recommended. Items will not be able to be recommended until considerable number of users has rated the new item.
• Non-transitive association -this problem usually lead to poor and over specific recommendations. As recommendations are heavily based on the co-rated items of the neighborhood of the user, Balabanovic and Shoham [20] suggested the challenge in recommending items to users who have uncommon preferences compared to the rest of the population. This also brings about another related problem, which is the inability to capture the relationship between two similar items that have never been rated by the same user. In this case, these two items are not considered alike [21] .
Content-based Filtering.
On the other hand, there are methods that rely only on attributes/content information of the items and are commonly called the ContentBased Filtering (CBF). Although this type of methods can uniquely characterize each user, it only considers the profile of the given user and disregard information of the other users. Let
• B be a set of (binary) item attributes, • D i,b ∈ {0 , 1 } specify whether item i ∈ I has attribute b ∈ B, In Content-Based Filtering, recommendations are treated as text-categorization problem. Most of the time, content information of the items are viewed as bag-of-words and a naive Bayesian classifier is used. The classifier is trained for the binary target variable O u,. depending on the binary predictors D i,b ∀b ∈ B:
However, similar to CF, there are several drawbacks of this method:
• New user problem -as content-based filtering heavily based on the profile of the user, it faces the same problem as CF of not being able to recommend products to new users who do not have any ratings or purchases in their profile.
• Overfitting -Maltz and Ehrlich suggested that recommendations might be circumscribed by the profile [18] . Hence, recommendations may only contain items that share the same area of interest of the user profile, but ignore possible new areas of interest of the user. In general, CF has shown to perform better compared to content-based filtering [22] , [23] . Indeed, one of the most important advantages that CF has over contentbased filtering is the potential for generating serendipitous recommendations [2] . However, combining the two RS techniques, CF and CBF, have shown to solve some of the drawbacks of both techniques [21] , [22] , [24] . Besides, content information of items usually contains valuable information; hence it makes it desirable to include attribute information in CF models, the so called hybrid collaborative/content-based Filtering methods.
Hybrid collaborative/content-based Filtering. There are many proposals on how to integrate attributes in CF for ratings. For instance, few others attempt linear combination of recommendation of CBF and CF predictions [21] , [25] - [27] . There also exist methods that apply a CBF and a CF model sequentially, i.e. predict ratings by means of CBF and then re-estimate them from the completed rating matrix by means of CF [22] . There are also further proposals on how to integrate attributes when the problem is viewed as a classification problem [28] - [30] . As we lose the simplicity of CF, we do not consider those more complex methods here.
We have selected three basic methods [31] that predict items and try to keep the simplicity of CF, but still should improve prediction results. These algorithms will be evaluated using the data generated from the SDG discussed in Section V.
• Sequential CBF and CF (adapted content-boosted CF), • Joint Weighting of CF and CBF, and • Attribute-Aware Item-Based CF. All three approaches recommend topN items that contain the highest frequency of their neighboring items. Similarity between two users is computed using Vector Similarity. The first two algorithms apply CBF and CF paradigms in two separate processes before combining them together at the point of prediction. Our third approach, however, does not employ CBF algorithm; instead item attributes are directly incorporated at the model-building stage.
Sequential CBF and CF
The first approach termed, "Sequential CBF and CF" is an adapted form of [22] 's original hybrid modelContent-Boosted Collaborative Filtering (CBCF) . The reason why we do not use the CBCF directly is because the original model is intended for predicting ratings, whereas this paper focuses on the topN problem. Hence, the CBCF is adapted such that it will recommend N number of items to the user instead of inferring the rating of an item. This model is used as the hybrid baseline for evaluating the other two approaches. Recommendations are generated using CF.
As there exist no standard method in literature so far to adapt models from one prediction task to the other, we propose to do the adaptation as follow. CBCF first uses a naïve Bayesian classifier to build a content-based model for each user. Next the sparse matrix is filled by combining the actual ratings and the predicted ratings learned from the CBF predictor to form a full matrix. The adaptation takes place when applying CF. Instead of finding the weighted sum of ratings of other users to compute the prediction ratings for the current user, the full matrix is sparsified by considering solely items with high ratings. Next, standard CF (4) is applied using this dense matrix (Fig. 1) .
Joint Weighting of CF and CBF
Similarly, the second approach also applies both CBF and CF. Again, naïve Bayesian classifier is utilized here. However, instead of inferring the class or rating of an item based on attributes, it predicts how much a user will like the attributes.
where
Unlike the first approach where the two processes are done sequentially -content-based first then CF, the order of these processes is unimportant for the latter and serves as the complementary view for each other (Fig. 2) . Equation 7 generates predictions using attributes (CBF) and this is joined with the outputs of CF by computing the geometric mean of the outputs. This mean combination is then used for performing the topN prediction.
items items users users
CB CF

Geometric Mean
Predict topN items Figure 2 . CF and CBF processes done in parallel with λ ∈ [0, 1], and λ is used to weight the content-based and collaborative methods, e.g., for λ = 0, we get pure collaborative filtering and for λ = 1, pure content-based filtering.
Attribute-Aware Item-Based CF
The third approach extends the Item-Based topN CF [4] . Rather than using CBF algorithms, it exploits the content/attribute information by computing the similarities between items using attributes thereupon combining it with the similarities between items using user ratings. This is shown in (9) , where isim ratings corresponds to the item similarities computed using Vector Similarity with the ratings and isim attributes , computed with the attributes.
with λ ∈ [0, 1].
The same as standard CF, at the time of predication, only the similarities of the k most similar users are considered. As it applies to both isim ratings and isim attributes , k has to be defined for both cases. In our experiments, k for computing the similarities with user ratings space various and k for attribute space is set to 10. Again, λ is used to adjust the corresponding weight on CBF and CF. In this case, setting λ to 0 is the same as computing pure item-based. This approach is very similar to Mobasher, Jin and Zhou [24] , which also integrated the semantic similarities for items with rating similarities. The difference of these two approaches are that [24] used structured semantic information of items for similarity computation and their algorithm aimed at the predicting ratings problem, whereas attribute-aware item-based CF focuses on the predicting items problem.
IV. DATA FOR EVALUATING RS ALGORITHMS
When evaluating recommendation algorithms, suitable datasets of users and items have always been demanding, especially when diversity of public data is limited. In fact, one of the most significant challenges in the field of recommender system is the lack of variety in publicly available collaborative filtering datasets. It is not an easy task for most researchers to collect enough data to validate their research hypotheses. Thus, most researchers in the field of recommender systems are restricted to the few existing datasets available publicly [2] .
Real-life datasets. Publicly available datasets which are suitable for evaluating recommender systems are:
• MovieLens (http://www.grouplens.org/data) -this data are collected from a web-based recommender system for movies. Currently, they have made two datasets publicly available. The first one consists of 100,000 ratings (from a scale of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Most research experiments are mainly based on these three domains of data. Other domains of datasets have also been looked into. For instance, music [33] , digital cameras [34] , other e-commerce site purchasing transactions [4] , etc. However, more diverse datasets are usually corporate asset and thus are not made publicly available. In general, MovieLens and EachMovie datasets are the main experimental data sources for most researchers in the field related to recommender systems [4] , [16] , [19] , [22] .
Data with attributes.
In general, there exist two types of attributes: user attributes and item attributes. Most public datasets contains both types of information. However, since a lot of users provide false personal information, such as name, age, address, etc, to protect their privacy [35] , whether user attributes, such as demographic data, are reliable are often questionable. Therefore, in this paper we only consider item attributes. Although most public datasets comes with attributes information, the amount, quality as well as the variety of these attributes are limited and often require further means to extract additional attributes. Furthermore, in spite of the fact that attributes information are typically obtainable in practice, additional work has to be done to extract this information. Some publicly available sources for obtaining attributes that are commonly used for evaluating RS algorithms are:
• Internet Movie Database (IMDB) (http://www.imdb.com/) -it contains an enormous collection of movie information. For instance, title, genres, directors, awards, etc. As public movie datasets such as EachMovies and MovieLens usually only contains attributes information such as title and genres, IMDB has been a very popular source for collecting supplementary attributes information that does not come with those public datasets [21] , [23] , [24] , [28] , [36] . To extract this additional information from IMDB, one common approach is to use a web crawler. For instance, Melville, Mooney and Nagarajan [22] used a simple crawler to collect content information from IMDB. They used the links provided from the EachMovie dataset and collected information such as title, cast, director, plot summary, keywords, user comments, external reviews, etc. from the various links off the main URL.
• Amazon.com (http://amazon.com) -in addition to employing recommender system in their online shop, their product classification taxonomy and other products information provided from the sites could also be valuable attribute information. For instance, Ziegler, Schmidt-Thieme and Lausen [37] have used a crawler to extract Amazon.com's book classification taxonomy, which contains 13,525 distinct topics, as content information for their recommendation algorithms. Similar manner has been done for the Amazon.coms movie taxonomy, where 16,481 hierarchically arranged topics are extracted [38] . Beside having a collection of attributes, previous research has shown that the informativeness of attributes affects the quality of the recommendations greatly. Thus, special effort is needed for selecting an assortment of useful attributes. Otherwise, attributes could act as noises and thus lead to poor recommendations [39] . Therefore, it is desirable to use synthetic data to evaluate RS algorithms, especially attribute-aware RS algorithms, before using real-life datasets. Also, one should investigate the behavior of the algorithms as systematic changes are applied to the data. Although there are already a few attempts in generating synthetic data for the use in RS, to our best knowledge, there is no prior approach in generating synthetic data for evaluating recommender algorithms that incorporate attributes.
V. SYNTHETIC DATA GENERATOR
The synthetic data consists of several components:
• User Cluster -cluster of users which can be viewed as the neighborhood or community of similar users. 
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Item attributes User attributes Figure 3 . Overview structure of synthetic data.
• Item Cluster -cluster of items which can be viewed as the neighborhood or community of similar items.
• User Attributes -attributes/content information that belongs to the users. For example, demographic information of the users.
• Item Attributes -attributes/content information that describes the items. For example, the titles or genres of movies.
In general, the SDG can be divided into two phases: drawing distributions and sampling data. In the first phase, it draws distribution of User Cluster (UC) and Item Cluster (IC). Next it affiliates UC or IC with user/item attribute respectively as well as to associate the UC and IC. Using these generated correlations, the users, items, ratings and item/user-attribute datasets can then be produced in the second phase. Fig. 3 presents an overview of how the artificial data are generally structured.
A. Drawing Distributions
To create the ratings and attributes datasets, we generate five random distributions models:
• q be the probability that an item in IC i is assigned to U C j
The SDG first draws P (U C) and P (IC) from a Dirichlet distribution (with parameters set to 1). This asserts that the sum of P (U C) or P (IC) forms to one. P (B|IC) shows the affiliation of item attributes with the item clusters by drawing from a special Chi-square distribution rejecting values greater than 1. Likewise, the correlation between U C and IC, P (U C|IC), as well as the correlation between user attributes and user clusters, P (A|U C), are done with similar manner. However, the attribute-aware CF algorithms we discuss in this paper do not take userattributes into account. The overall drawing distributions process is summarized in (Algo. 1).
Algorithm 1 Drawing distribution
Input: |A|, |B|, N, M, A , B , C Output: P (U C), P (IC), P (A|U C), P (B|IC), P (U C|IC) h = 0 P (U C) ∼ Dir a1,a2...,a N P (IC) ∼ Dir b1,b2...,b M repeat P (B|IC) h = Sχ 2 ED(|B|, M, h, B ) P (U C|IC) h = Sχ 2 ED(N, M, h, IC ) P (A|U C) h = Sχ 2 ED(|A|, N, h, A ) h = h + 0.1 until h < 1
Algorithm 2 Drawing Special χ
2 distribution with specified entropy values Sχ 2 ED(n, m, H XY , XY ) :
By virtue of the randomness in those generated models, it is necessary to control or to measure the informativeness of these random data. Hence, we apply the Information Entropy and compute the average normalized entropy of the models.
The conditional entropy for the item-attribute data therefore is:
In our experiment, P (B|IC) is sampled eleven times for eleven different entropy values from 0 to 1 with 0.1 interval. By rejection sampling, P (B | IC) is drawn iteratively with various Chi-square degrees of freedom until H(B|IC) reaches desired entropies (Algo. 2). Other types of distribution have also been examined, yet, Chi-square distribution has shown to give the most diverse entropy range. We expect that as the entropy increases, which implies the data is less structured, the recommendation quality should decrease.
B. Sampling Data
Once these distributions have been drawn, users, items, ratings and item-attributes data are then sampled accordingly to those distributions. Firstly, users are assigned to user clusters by random sampling from P (U C). Similar procedure, applies for sampling items. The user-item(ratings) data is generated by first sample P (U C l |IC k ) of users belonging to U C l who prefer items in IC k , then sample q portion of items of IC k to these sampled users. The affiliation between items and attributes is done by sampling P (B|IC) of items which contain attribute B. The same procedure can be applied to generate the user-attributes datasets. The overall sampling data process is summarized in (Algo. 3).
Algorithm 3 Sampling data
First, the user cluster of user u , uc u , and item cluster of item i, ic i are sampled. Next, user of cluster l who prefer item of cluster k , oc l,k , as well as the occurrence of user of uc u prefers item of ic i , O u,i , are sampled. Finally, the sampling of item i contains attribute t, b i,t is also done. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show an example for drawing distributions and sampling the data.
VI. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the evaluation of the selected attributes-aware CF algorithms using a real-life dataset as well as artificial data generated by the SDG discussed in Section V. Performances of the these algorithms will be compared with their corresponding non-hybrid base models, which do not integrate attributes, i.e. user-based and item-based CF, as well as pure content-based (naïve Bayesian classifier). We will present our results on the experiments on sensitivity of attributes using a movie dataset with an augmented movie attribute set. In addition, the behavior of the algorithms after supplement of attributes with varying characteristics will also be observed.
Metrics. Our paper focuses on the item prediction problem, which is to predict a fixed number of top recommendations and not the ratings. Suitable evaluation metrics are Precision, Recall and F1. Similar to Sarwar, Karypis, Konstan and Reidl [16] , our evaluations consider any item in the recommendation set that matches any item in the testing set as a "hit". F1 measure is used to combine Precision and Recall into a single metric.
Precision =
Number of hits Number of recommendations Recall = Number of hits Number of items in test set F1 = 2 * Precision * Recall Precision + Recall
A. Results with real-life datasets with attributes
The three hybrid algorithms discussed in section III have been evaluated with the MovieLens (ml) datasets [31] . Since our algorithms do not take the actual ratings into account, the ratings are treated as binary values of whether the user has seen, rating of "1", or not seen, rating of "0", a movie. We have chosen the ml dataset containing approximately one million ratings of 3592 movies made by 6,040 users. In addition, the genres of each movie are provided. There are in total 18 different genres from the ml dataset. The genres of each movie, which are identical to the ones provided by the IMDB, are selected as the content information/attributes for each item. The experiments are tested on ten random subsets of the ml dataset with 1000 users and 1500 items each. The results we present here are the average of the ten random trials (Fig. 6 ). Confer [31] for further detail information on experiment.
B. Experiments on the effect of attributes
As the number of attributes increases, quantitative measures for attribute selection are needed to filter the irrelevant ones. Thus, it would be interesting to examine the performance of RS as the quality of the data decreases. We have done empirical analysis to investigate this matter by looking at an augmented sets of movie attributes from the Amazon taxonomy of 1074 different genres/classes provided by Ziegler [38] . Ten other subsets of ml data using two quantitative measures to select informative attributes are used in this experiment [39] . The first measure considers the total number of attribute occurrences (attribute frequency) and second one considers the χ 2 measure between item occurrences and attributes. Confer [39] for further information on the experiments. We expected that good attribute-aware algorithms are sensitive to attributes as this implies attributes could influence the performance of recommender systems. This means when a reasonable amount of relevant attributes are added to the system, the quality of recommendations should increase. In addition, we anticipated that the quality of the recommendations increases gradually as useful attributes are introduced to the system and when enough attributes are added to reach the maximum informativeness of the attributes, the quality should then decrease. As shown in both figures, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , the selection of attributes does affect the quality of topN recommendation. Independent from the qualities measure, both results reflects similar trends. They have shown that in Joint-Weighting CF-CBF, the quality increases gradually, reaches its peak and decreases dramatically as more irrelevant attributes are appended. On the other hand, in attribute-aware itembased CF, the quality of attributes has almost no effect on the quality of the recommendations. Thus, JointWeighting CF-CBF is more attribute-aware or attributesensitive than Attribute-aware item-based CF (Attr-Itembased CF).
C. Results with synthetic data with attributes
From our previous findings [39] , we have shown quality of attributes does have a great impact on the performance of the algorithms and that by adding useful attributes to the system, the performance of attribute-aware RS algorithms reaches its peak when the informativeness of attributes attain maximum. On this basis, we can examine this property further by using synthetic data with varying attribute informativeness. Five different trials of synthetic data are generated with the following parameter settings are summarized in Table I .
Parameters. Due to the nature of collaborative filtering, the size of neighborhood has significant impact on the recommendation quality [16] , [40] . Thus, each of the randomly generated data should have an assorted neighborhood sizes for each method. In our experiments, we have selected optimal neighborhood sizes and λ parameters for the hybrid methods by means of a grid search. See Table  II . Lambda is used to weight the contribution of attributedependent and rating-dependent models. Threshold and max, for the Sequential CBF-CF are set to 50 and 2 accordingly as chosen in the original model [22] . For Attr-aware item-based CF, the neighborhood size for computing the similarities in attribute space is set to 10. For more detail explanation of the parameters used in those algorithms, please refer to [31] and [22] . As our algorithms do not consider user attributes, the SDG only generates models for item attributes. For each trial, we produce one dataset of user-item (ratings) and eleven different item-attributes datasets with increasing entropy from 0-1 with 0.1 intervals, by rejection sampling. In addition, to reduce the complexity of the experiment, it is assumed that the correlation between the user and item clusters to be fairly well-structure and have constant entropy of 0.05. The results of the average of five random trials where only item-attributes with entropy of 0.05 are presented in Fig. 9 . As shown in Fig. 9 , JointWeighting CF-CBF achieves the highest Recall value by around 4% difference with respect to its base method. On the other hand, Attr-Item-based CF does not seem to be effective at all as attributes are appended to its base model. It also has a very high standard deviation. This suggests that the algorithms to be rather unstable and unreliable. Although Melville, Mooney and Nagarajan [22] reported that Content-Boosted CF performed better than user-based and pure CBF for ratings, it is not able to provide quality top-N recommendations for items in our experiments. Therefore, we will focus our evaluation on the other two algorithms in the rest of the paper. As one of the aims of the paper is to examine the behavior of the models as the characteristic of data varies, what is more important is to observe the performance as entropy varies. As anticipated, the recommendation quality increases, when more structure are presented in the data. The results of an average of five random trials of item-attribute datasets with eleven various entropies are presented in Fig. 10 . We can see that for both AttrItem-based CF and Joint-Weighting CF-CBF algorithms, the quality of recommendation reaches its peaks when the entropy approaches zero and it gradually decreases as entropy increases. As for Attr-Item-based CF, although it carries the right entropy trend, its peak does not surpass its base model and the quality drops gradually below its base model, which does not make use of attributes. On the other hand, for Joint-Weighting CF-CBF, the value of recall descends gradually as the entropy raises, still the recall maintain above its base-model until entropy approaches 1 where recall plummets to below its baseline score.
The results shown in this experiment confirm our findings with the real-life datasets that Joint-Weighing CF-CBF is more attribute sensitive than Attr-Item-based CF. This shows that reasonably good overview of the behavior of attribute-aware algorithms can be obtained by using synthetic data generated by the SDG discussed here by varying the entropies of attributes in the system.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Due to the lack of diversity in publicly available collaborative filtering datasets, most researchers in the field of RS are confined to a few public datasets. However, to compare the recommendations quality of different algorithms, it is often not enough to just evaluate the algorithms on only one or two datasets. In this paper, we first have discussed empirical evaluations on existing attribute-aware recommendation models and other stateof-the-art algorithms with real-life datasets. Next, we have investigated the sensitivity of attributes by using reallife datasets with augmented attributes sets. We have discovered that the quality of attributes affects the performance of recommendations greatly. We have shown that Joint-Weighting CF-CBF is sensitive to attributes, and that when reasonable amount of informative attributes are added to the system, it should improve the recommendations quality. Finally, evaluations with synthetic data have also been done to further investigate this matter with different entropies of attributes. We have tested the hybrid CF algorithms by varying informativeness of the attribute. Again, we expected that good attribute-aware RS algorithms should improve the quality of recommendations as the informativeness of attributes increases. Experiments with synthetic data have validated our previous findings with real-life datasets that Joint-Weighting CF-CBF is sensitive to attributes. The other algorithms do not seem to be sensitive to attributes. As for future work, the SDG could be ameliorated by adding more structural dependency between clusters. In addition, currently the data are only controlled by the entropy of item-attribute datasets; however, other distributions such as the user-item data should also be investigated when various entropies are considered. Furthermore, more extensive experiments should be done to examine the effect of varying other parameters settings and to conduct an empirical evaluation with models that predict ratings.
